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     PRODUCTS & APPLICATIONS OVERVIEW

ORIGINAL PAINTINGS

Lisa has many original paintings all available for sale. Pricing, sizing and

availability are provided on application. Please e-mail sales@lisadallarosa.com

HIGH QUALITY GICLEE PRINTS

High quality prints can be digitally produced of Lisa's artworks. A choice of

Giclee prints on either fine art cotton rag paper or premium archival canvas is

available. Paper prints are for matt board mounting and framing under glass

whilst canvas prints are typically stretched onto a wooden frame. Prints are

often utilised when an original painting has been sold, limited edition run,

when bulk quantity is required or when a dimension is required different to the

original painting size. Applications include; private homes, corporate offices,

boardrooms, receiptions & foyers, hotels, apartments, resorts & public spaces.

FABRIC PRINTS

Lisa's artworks can be digitally produced onto many forms of soft fabric material

that allow unique creations for a range of environments. An ideal application is

soft walls where the fabric print is upholstered onto panels and used as a

feature wall or even bedheads.

WALLPAPER PRINTS

Lisa's artworks can be digitally produced as wallpaper for installation as easily

as hanging traditional wallpaper. This interior solution is creative and 

guarantees absolute individuality. Ideal for feature walls and very easy and

economical to freight around the world. Installation instructions supplied.

ILLUMINATED (LIGHTBOX) ART

Lisa's artworks can be digitally producted on special transparent film specially

for lightbox applications. Ideal for behind receiption desks, office foyers or to

add illumination to a dead space or dark position. Lightbox technology is to

such a high standard that it can "3D enhance" a painting to great effect.

GLASS ART

Lisa's artworks can be digitally produced on special vinyl film by large format

speciality printing devices which is them simply applied to any glass surface.

Effectively transforms a glass wall into an attention grabbing wall divider or

display. Paintings can be translucent or transparent to create either privacy or

a subtle separation between areas. Also suitable for 'wet areas' like spa's.

Installation instructions are provided for quick & easy application at the job site.
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